Beau Coleman: Time Regained
The performance could be performed in either park close to Nieuwstaat
(Kloostertuin, perhaps), or in one of the outdoor cafes on Nieuwstaat.
5 women
-0 min.
Performer 1
At the start of the performance, Performer 1 is already seated on a
bench in a park or on a chair at an outdoor café, quietly reading a book.
If at a café, a coffee is ordered and Performer 1 slips the coffee
occasionally throughout the performance.
Performers 2, 3, 4 & 5 do the same during their performances.
-5 min.
Performer 1
Performer 1 finds something slightly amusing in the book and laughs
softly and continues to read until they find something else slightly
amusing (approximately every 30 seconds) – this continues throughout
the performance.
-10 min. Performer 1 & 2
Performer 2 enters and joins the performance, sitting on another bench
(park) or seat (outdoor café). They too open a book and begin to read.
After 1 minute Performer 2 finds something slightly amusing in the book
and laughs softly and continues to read until they find something else
slightly amusing (approximately every 30 seconds) – this continues
through the performance.
-15 min.
Performer 1, 2 & 3
Performer 3 enters and joins the performance, sitting on another bench
(park) or seat (outdoor café). They too open a book and begin to read.
After 1 minute Performer 2 finds something slightly amusing in the book
and laughs softly and continues to read until they find something else
slightly amusing (approximately every 30 seconds) – this continues
through the performance.
-20 min. Performer 1, 2, 3, & 4
Performer 4 enters and joins the performance, sitting on another bench
(park) or seat (outdoor café). They too open a book and begin to read.
After 1 minute Performer 2 finds something slightly amusing in the book
and laughs softly and continues to read until they find something else
slightly amusing (approximately every 30 seconds) – this continues
through the performance.
-25 min. Performer 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
Performer 5 enters and joins the performance, sitting on seated on
another bench (park) or seat (outdoor café). They too open a book and
begin to read. After 1 minute Performer 2 finds something slightly
amusing in the book and laughs softly and continues to read until they

find something else slightly amusing (approximately every 30 seconds)
– this continues through the performance.
-30 min.
Performer 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5
All performers close their books. Timing should not be exact, but slightly
staggered.
Jolanda:
20 minutes
I was the 4th performer in this action.
By entering the space I could not find my fellow readers on the terrace,
they sat further than I thought they would sit. When I did it was
comforting to see them sitting and reading.
I did not notice much laughter, but after a while I did. First it was a good
to look around and relax and than I took the book. I ordered an orange
juice. There was a connection in doing something naughty and unusual
with the other performers. The book did not wanted to become funny, so
I had to fake the laughing, but doing the action for a longer time it made
me see the absurdity and I was finding more moments of fun. The
contrast between the book and the action are alienating. And than the
action is already finished and the first fellow performers are leaving, but
my orange juice is not finished and I still have to pay. So we leave one
by one.

Yvet:
It felt a bit awkward because they were all topics I couldn't really laugh
about, so I had to find the idea or energy of laughter somewhere else in
my system. And this often felt like acting instead of performing, so it
gave me an interesting experience of how those two aspects are in me
and gave me as a research question how can I do something that feels
'like acting' to me as a performer (...and what are the differences. Could
both forms simply have to do with presence, pure presence?.
I noticed that in that research I was trying to connect with my fellow
performers, but they were either too far away from me or with their
backs turned towards me, so I remained in a kind of isolation. I did feel a
connection with a couple sitting at a table next to me, where I had the
feeling that they did not consciously realize that I was doing a
performance but that they did notice me in some way. So something did

happen. They were also very busy with each other so my laughter didn't
seem to stand out or they were deliberately ignoring it.
It was great fun to participate in a group performance. It is special to
perform this same, yet very individual, act with them spread over the
terrace.

Malou:
I was the fifth/last performer. Ordering caused some unease as I felt I
didn't have much time.
I read The Tragedy of Antigone by Sophocles. This was anything but
funny, but the laughter created such an absurd contrast that it actually
became comical.
"Oh no! Have you forgotten sometimes
sister, how your father met his end,
abhorred and despised after he himself
his own misdeeds exposed
and himself with his own hand
both eyes gouged out.”
The young people on the terrace next to me also laughed regularly, we
developed a rhythm with each other. I was sorry I was last, I would have
liked to read longer and laugh. Unfortunately I had to drink the coffee too
quickly.

